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diagnosis of coronaviruses. Based on the express
analysis technique using solid-phase immunochromatographic medium, a project for express
analysis for Coronaviridae antigen based on Omron
industrial programmable logic controller was
developed; it includes process chart for equipment,
functional diagram and logical equations.

Abstract — Coronaviruses take the lead in
gastrointestinal pathologies of animals and are spread
all around the world. Causative agents of
coronaviruses
belong
to
Nidovirales
order,
Coronaviridae family which includes 2 subfamilies:
Toroviridna (genera Torovirus and Bafinivirus) and
Coronaviridna
(genera
Alphavirus,
Betavirus,
Gammavirus). Dividing of the latter by genera (groups
I-III) was based on serological cross-reactions. Group
I includes pathogens causing diseases in animals, such
as swine coronavirus, feline infectious peritonitis
virus. Group II includes pathogens of veterinary
importance, such as BCoV, porcine hemagglutinating
encephalomyelitis virus, horse coronavirus, viruses
infecting mice and rats, as well as human
coronaviruses that cause respiratory damage. Group
III includes at the moment only avian coronaviruses.
Coronavirus got its name in 1968 because of its
special structure and appearance – it has spikes which
resemble solar corona. In humans, coronavirus was
first isolated by D. Tyrrell and M. Bynoe in 1965 from
a patient with acute respiratory disease. Severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) in 2002, and then
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) in 2012
made specialists significantly increase the level of
epidemic danger of coronaviruses. Due to its high
virulence, virus multiplication rate in macrophages,
pathogen replication, and antibody production
increase significantly. At the end of 2019, coronavirus
strain 2019-nCoV of Betacoronavirus genus was found
in patients with pneumonia in China, and by early
2020 it spread all around the world. In animals,
coronavirus leads to damage to mucous membranes.
The amount of economic damage associated with
disease caused by coronavirus is significant and
includes death of animals, decreased meat and dairy
productivity, decreased weight gain, culling, loss from
abortion and infertility. In this regard, a demand
arose for developing project of a device for express
analysis for Coronaviridae antigen for the early
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I. INTRODUCTION

iral infections account for 60% of all known
infectious diseases of humans, animals and plants.
Viral infections are one of the leading causes of
death in humans and animals. Epizootology of
coronavirus infections is characterized by their ability to
spread rapidly and widely [1-3]. They often spread over
entire countries and even continents. A number of
devastating outbreaks of cattle plague and foot-andmouth disease are known that led to the mass death of
animals. Another important feature of viral infections is
significant ability of their pathogens to adapt and change
biological properties under the influence of
environmental conditions [4,5]. This factor can result in
the development of new variants of the pathogen that can
significantly differ in their antigenic composition and
virulence. In this regard, the range of objects affected by
the virus can also change [6–8]. Many viral infections of
animals are anthropozoonotic, i.e. can spread to humans.
Emergence and development of viral epizootics is
possible only in the presence of an epizootic chain and
depends on the features of its links – biological properties
of pathogen, its transmission methods, and the degree of
organism resistance. It should be mentioned that when
passing through an organism, viruses increase their
virulence, so, they cause disease in an increasing number
of individuals [9, 10].
Currently, diagnostics of disease and treatment is
performed without automated equipment, so, it is
accompanied by the risk of infection transmission to
medical personnel and also delays the time of diagnostics
and treatment.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

required number of available express analyzers, and a
number of other factors [13-14].

Theoretical approaches to the design of a device for
express analysis were based on the theory of virology,
applied finite state machine theory and simulation.
Practical design was performed using Omron controller
software and hardware that was well-established in
medical industry. COVID-19 respiratory disease testing
is possible with two main methods: molecular recognition
and serological testing. Today, for the diagnosis of
SARS-CoV-2 methods are used [11]:
• identification of viral nucleic acid (RNA);
• detection of viral antigen (proteins);
• detection of antibodies against the virus that occur in
the body.
It was proposed to use a set of diagnostic probes as
indicators of coronavirus antigen which are nitrocellulose
membrane containing monoclonal CoV antibodies. CoV
antigen detection takes place in a solid phase immunochromatographic state. The rapid diagnostic test (TED)
DNK-1419-1, developed by the Chinese company
Dynamiker [12] , allows to determine the presence of IgG
and IgM antibodies in a patient with 92% accuracy and is
used in China. It uses a method based on the activity of
cleavage of collateral single-stranded DNA (ssDNA).
Construction of device model and simulation of
program was performed using CX-One Software.

3.2. Studying the preliminary symptoms of disease
To make a device for the rapid diagnosis of disease
and infection with CoV coronaviruses family, it was
necessary to define symptoms of disease with a diagnosis
specification. Primary signs of the disease are usually
fever and respiratory tract irritation; they require
subsequent diagnosis of disease [15-18]. Causative agent
is transmitted by aerosol, fecal-oral and contact route.
Coronaviruses, as a rule, cause damage to respiratory and
gastrointestinal tract. The generalized clinical sequence
of the external manifestation of coronavirus consists of
several stages (table 1) [19–22]. The incubation period
lasts on average 12–14 days, and in some cases reaches
21 days. This period in our model we took for zero. At
the first stage of the development of the disease (the
onset of the disease), a slight increase in body
temperature to 37.5-37.6 °C, headache, runny nose,
weakness, conjunctivitis, and increased fatigue are noted.
In the second stage of the disease, the body temperature
rises to 38-39 ° C, a sore throat appears, a complete loss
of smell. In the third - (less common signs of the disease)
such as blue fingers, the appearance of reddish spots on
the skin of the hands and other departments. The fourth
stage (respiratory) is characterized by a dry, painful
cough, shortness of breath, a person has a feeling of lack
of air. Rarely, the disease goes into the fifth stage, when
damage to the organs of the gastrointestinal tract occurs,
manifested by nausea, vomiting, diarrhea.
Table 1. Stages of the sequence of coronavirus clinical
signs

III. RESULTS OF A SOLUTION FOR DESIGNING A DEVICE
FOR EXPRESS ANALYSIS

3.1. The study of the relevance of the design of the
device
The coronavirus family includes four groups:  β
and , affecting humans and various animals (see table
2). Currently, the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus (CoVID19)
is particularly dangerous, affecting almost all countries.
On May 1, 2020, 3274747 infections were confirmed,
1023911 people recovered and 233792 people died.
Currently, there is an increase in diseases, in Fig. 1 shows
the dynamics of confirmed diseases in the world for the
period 01.04.20 to 05.01.20.

Stage
0
1

Development of
clinical signs

3

Less common
clinical signs
Respiratory phase
with prominent
signs of lower
respiratory tract
damage
Gastrointestinal
tract damage

5
Fig. 1. The dynamics of confirmed diseases in the
world for the period 01.04.20 to 05.01.20 is shown

Period
Incubation period,
14-21 day
Disease onset, first
clinical signs

2

4

Symptom of disease
No manifestation
Fever up to 37.5-37.6 °
C, headache,
runny nose, weakness,
conjunctivitis, increased
fatigue
Body temperature rises
to 38-39 0С, sore throat,
complete loss of smell
Blue toes, reddish spots
on the skin
Dry cough, shortness of
breath, shortness of
breath
Nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea

3.3. Development of a process chart of device for
the determination of coronavirus antigens
The main focus in the field of health is given to
scientific research for the manufacture of tests for a

The increase in diseases can be explained by several
reasons: insufficient self-isolation of people, lack of the
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specific type of coronavirus [23–25]. Not enough
attention is paid to the development of universal
instruments for rapid analysis of the complex of
coronaviruses.
After analyzing express technique for detecting
coronavirus antigens, a process chart was made that
includes six modules: module 1 – preparation of a
biomaterial liquid medium (X0); module 2 – defining
characteristic type of CoV for studied object and reel
adjustment (XH) (Reel can include up to 12 tests);
module 3 – diagnostics of coronavirus antigens using
special probe (The testing is based on a method based on
the activity of cleavage of collateral single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) ; module 4 – technological break 5 min (at this
moment, the antigen-antibody complex migrates and the
test result signals are activated); module 5 – analysis of
indicators and diagnosis of infection of studied biological
medium with coronavirus (The activity of the test and
control signals is analyzed and, based on the logical
equation, a reaction to the presence of antibodies);
module 6 – washing and disinfection of conveyor.
Process chart of designed device for the determination of
coronavirus antigens is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. State and transition graph for analysis of
coronavirus antigen
At the first stage (X0), samples are taken. At the next
stage, coronavirus antigen (XH) typical for animal
species or human is defined, and the reel with test
samples is operated. Diagnostic results can show a
positive or negative reaction, or can be equivocal or
invalid based on the readings of detector signals. A set of
diagnostic probes is proposed as indicator of CoV
antibodies. The probe is a nitrocellulose membrane
containing monoclonal antibodies that give test “T” and
control “C” signals. Mobile CoV antibodies bind to
colloidal gold particles deposited on conjugate pad, and
secondary immobilized antibodies are applied to the “T”
indicator zone. When a sufficient amount of coronavirus
antigens enters the antibody zone, an antigen-antibody
complex (mAb/cG) migrates along the test membrane.
When a sufficient amount of coronavirus antigens
enters the antibody zone, an antigen-antibody complex
(mAb/cG) is formed that migrates along the test
membrane. Having reached T line, mAb/cG complex is
captured by secondary immobilized antibodies with
activation of “T” signal. To control test validity, “C”
signal is used. Test for coronavirus antigen detection is
performed in 5 minutes. Test result can be one of four
values: negative (Zn), positive (Zp), equivocal (Zd) and
invalid (Znv). Relationship of T and C indicators and
analysis results is given in the truth table (Table 3).

Fig. 2. Process chart of monitoring coronavirus
antigens: 1 – loading of biomaterial; 2 – reel with
installed sensors; 3 – probe drive; 4 – technological
break; 5 – analysis unit; 6 – conveyor disinfection.
3.4. Analysis and synthesis of control logic
To implement the process chart of equipment
operation and to build a model of an express analyzer,
required logical elements were introduced that were
structured by group and type of coronavirus (Table 2).

Table 3. Truth table for assay results.
Monitoring probes
T
C
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

3.4.1. Synthesis of a coronavirus antigen diagnostic
device (module 5)
Module 5 required for the diagnosis of coronavirus
infection is the main module of this device. State and
transition graph for analysis of coronavirus antigen is
shown in Fig. 3.
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Zp
0
0
0
1

Assay results
Zn
Zd
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

Znv
1
0
0
0
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Table 2. Identification of logical elements.
Variable

Name

Address

X0

PW

I: 0.00

Note

Group

Object

Sampling
Human,

XH

GH

2.00

GenomH

XA

GA

3.00

GenomA

Y1Ha

Q1

O: 100.01

CoV–229E,



Human

Y2Ha

Q2

O: 100.02

CoV–NL63



Human

Y3Hb

Q3

O: 100.03

CoV–HKU1

β

Human

Y4Hb

Q4

O: 100.04

CoV–OC43

β

Human

Y5Hb

Q5

O: 100.05

SARS–CoV

β

Human

Y6Hb

Q6

O: 100.06

MERS–CoV

β

Human

Y7Hb

Q7

O: 100.07

SARS-CoV-2

β

Human

Y8Cg

Q8

O: 100.08

IBV



Chicken

Y9P

Q9

O: 100.09

PRCV/ISU-1



Pig

Y10P

Q10

O: 100.10

TGEV/
PUR46-MAD



Pig

Y11P

Q11

O: 100.11

PEDV/ZJUG1-2013



Pig

Y12P

Q12

O: 100.12

SeACoV-CH
/GD-01



Pig

Y13Cg

Q13

O: 100.13

CoV/TU336/
F/2008



Dog

Y14Cg

Q14

O: 100.14

Isolate camel/Riyadh



Camel

Y15Cg

Q15

O: 100.15

Feline infectious
peritonitis



Cat

Y20Cg

Q20

O: 100.20

Bovine CoV/ENT



Cow

Y21Hsg

Q21

O: 100.21

CoV/
Obihiro12-1



Horse

Y22Bd

Q22

O: 100.22

HKU11



Bulbul
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Synthesis of combinational logic
Synthesis of logical equations to obtain the minimum
disjunctive normal form (MDNF) was based on Karnaugh
map (Table 4–7) [26, 27].
Table 4. Karnaugh map
Table 5. Karnaugh map
(Zp).
(Zn).
T
0
1
T
0
1
С
С
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0

Zp  C  T

Zn  C  T

Table 6. Karnaugh
map (Zd).
T
0
1

Table 7. Karnaugh map
(Znv).
T
0
1
C
0
1
0
1
0
0

C
0
1

0
0

1
0

Zd  C  T

Fig. 5. State and transition graph of container drive
control: LD/UnLd – loading/unloading, Open, Close –
container position sensors, Yon/Yoff – drive.

Znv  C  T

Fig. 4 shows a ladder diagram for determining coronavirus
antigen constructed with the use of obtained logical
expressions.

Fig. 6. Ladder diagram for container drive control
3.4.3. Synthesis of reel control device (module 2)
A reel is a mechanism that carries diagnostic material; reel
drive control means setting it in a specific position for the
diagnosis of probable coronavirus antigen. State and transition
graph for reel drive control is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 4. Fragment of the relay logic for indicating the
search for coronavirus antigen, “T” is a test indicator of
antigen, “C” is a measurement verification

3.4.2. Synthesis of a container control device (module 1)
Container is designed to load biomaterial for research. The
task of container control drive is to deliver biomaterial to
diagnostic module. Container has two stable positions, open
and closed, fixed by sensors. State and transition graph of
container drive control is shown in Fig. 5.
Logical equation for container drive control can be written
as following:
Yon  LD  Yon   Open  Close

Yoff  UnLD  Yoff   Open  Close
Developed ladder diagram for container drive control is
shown in Fig. 6.

ISSN: 1998-4510

Fig. 7. State and transition graph for reel drive control:
Rin – reel start, Qx – reel position sensors, Y – reel drive
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Logical equation for reel drive will take the following
form:

Volume 14, 2020

3.4.5. Designing a technological break module (module 4)
Technological break is associated with the time interval
required for the distribution of the concentration of c(x,t)
antigen-antibody (mAb/cG) complex along the test membrane
and activation of “T” and “C” signals.
A flow q(x,t) is understood as the amount of substance
nmAb/cG passing through a certain mark  of test membrane
(Fig. 11).
n
n
q x, t   lim
 .
t 0 t 
t
Upon reaching concentration
c(,) mAb/cG > c(,)min,
test signals are activated.
General equation for the maintenance of material mass of
mAb/cG complex can be written as Euler equation

Y  Rin  Y   Q1  Q 2  Q3  Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7   Q 22.
A fragment of ladder diagram is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Fragment of ladder diagram of reel control

с x, t  q x, t 

 0.
t
x

3.4.4. Synthesis of a probe control device (module 3)
Normal position of diagnostic probe is the top one; for
testing, the probe drops into studied biomass and returns to
initial position. State and transition graph of probe control is
shown in Fig. 9.
System of logical equations for probe control will look like:

Fig. 11. Scheme of migration of antigen-antibody
complex (mAb/cG) along the test membrane

Yts  Test  Yts   Top  Bootom

Ytsoff  Testoff  Ytsoff   Bootom  Top

Timer control graph is shown in Fig. 12.

Developed ladder diagram is shown in Fig. 10.
Fig. 12. State graph for timer control (TIM)
Ladder diagram of the organization of technological break
is shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 9. State and transition graph of diagnostic probe
control
Fig. 13. Ladder diagram for timer control (TIM)
3.4.6. Synthesis of a fluid nozzle control device (module 6)
After the assay, it is necessary to rinse and disinfect the
tray, for this a nozzle control mechanism is provided. Nozzle
control graph is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 10. Fragment of ladder diagram of probe control

ISSN: 1998-4510

Fig. 14. State graph for nozzle control: TIM – timer, ER
– device error
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3.4.8. Simulation of express analysis system
Simulation of express analysis system is necessary for
verifying the correct operation of device modules. To make a
model of an express analyzer, we selected Omron PLC which
was proven to work well for medical and veterinary purposes
[28, 29]. Development of ladder diagram (LD) of the device
was carried out using CX-Programmer. Development of touch
monitor for a laboratory assistant of express analysis operator
was performed using CX-Designer module. Developed
interface of express analysis device is shown in Fig. 18.
Operation of express analysis diagnostic scheme as illustrated
by detection of 2019–nCoV coronavirus antigen for different
states of test signals is shown in Fig. 19–22.

Logical equation for nozzle control is written in the form
of:

 Disp  Fix  Disp   Timer  No _ sol

Timer  Disp

Developed ladder diagram is shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Ladder diagram for nozzle control to wash the
container
3.4.7. Developing the general system of logical equations for
device control
Thus, the main elements of device operation can be
described by the following system of equations:

Start  Start _ On  Start   Stop

Fig. 18. Structure of dialog box of express analysis
diagnostic system

Yon  LD  Yon   Open  Close

Yoff  UnLD  Yoff   Open  Close
Y  Rin  Y   Q1  Q 2  Q 3  Q 4 Q 5 Q 6 Q 7   Q 22.

Yts  Test  Yts   Top  Bootom

Ytsoff  Testoff  Ytsoff   Bootom  Top

Timer  Ytsoff 

Zp  C  T

Zn  C  T
Zd  C  T
Znv  C  T
 Disp  Fix  Disp   Timer  No _ sol

Timer  Disp

Yon  LD  Yon   Open  Close

Yoff  UnLD  Yoff   Open  Close
Ladder diagram of device operation is shown in Fig. 16 and
Fig. 17.
Fig. 19. Ladder diagram shows activated “T” and “C”
signals, positive result for CoV (Zp). Signals for 2019nCoV and CoV are activated in analyzer dialog box
(coronavirus 2019-nCoV antigen was found)
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Fig. 16. Ladder diagram of device control (modules 1–5)
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Fig. 17. Ladder diagram of device control (module 6)

Fig. 20. C signal is activated on LD, negative result for
CoV (Zn). N (negative) signal is activated in analyzer
dialog box
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Fig. 21. “T” signal was activated on LD but test validity
“C” was not confirmed; the result is equivocal (Zd). D
(negative) signal is activated in analyzer dialog box
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